“The Smithsonian Institution was once rightly called America’s Attic. While the Smithsonian slides into the role of a theme park... The American Attic lives on in Minden, Nebraska.”

From the Radio Program “Engines of Our Ingenuity”
Copyright © 1988-1997 by John H. Lienhard

BOOK YOUR TOUR NOW!
(800) 445-4447

Enjoyed by everybody, perfect for elementary and middle school!

Your class will love the amazing depth and diversity of historic artifacts at Pioneer Village and you will love the “Step Back in Time” learning tools that provide your students with just enough questions and just enough answers to keep young minds stimulated!

To aid you in enriching your experience, we have chosen some items within our displays to keep your students engaged, use their deductive reasoning skills, or just imagine what life was like at different time periods. Question worksheets for your students keep them looking at the displays while “footsteps” signs provide them with bite-sized pieces of information as they get the questions answered. Most educators bring along enough adults to divide the classes into manageable groups of 6 to 10 students. Each adult sponsor should have a “Teachers Guide Book” to the Village that will help them plan their route and keep the kids actively involved.

In addition to live craft demonstrations -- (broom making, weaving) there are numerous hands-on displays as well as traditional pioneer games the children love to play.

Thousands of artifacts in 26 buildings. Picnic tables for sack lunches & a convenient snack bar.
About 15 minutes south of I-80 on the Highway 10 with plenty of parking.
Motel and Campground next to the Museum for overnight visitors with special rates for tours.
The whole “Step Back in Time” experience can be completed in around 5 hours, but for those who really want to dig-in your visit could extend for days.

Not a tourist trap, and surely deserving to be called “America’s Attic”.
Arrange your tour today (800) 445-4447

FREE Teacher’s guides and student worksheets designed for grades 3 - 6 will challenge your students with fun questions while special “Step Back in Time” signs placed on the displays will provide the answers. Of course, the “Teacher’s Guide Book” will have maps and answers!

Harold Warp
Minden NE

manager@pioneervillage.com www.pioneervillage.org

The Harold Warp Pioneer Village Foundation is a non-profit educational foundation.
We’re Ready to STEP BACK IN TIME at Harold Warp’s Pioneer Village.

Call to book your tour. (800) 445-4447

It may be helpful to print and fill out this worksheet before calling.

Name of School: ____________________________________________________________

Proposed Date for Tour - ____________________________ (Book Early for best dates)

Contact info for School: primary contact name: ________________________________

e-mail ___________________________________________________________

ph ( ) address ___________________________ City ________ state ________ zip ________

How many? Students - ( ) grade level ( )

How many? Teachers - ( ) adult helpers - ( ) bus drivers - ( )

Please bring a copy of your Nebraska Resale or Exempt Sale Certificate for our records.
Without a copy of this form we will be required to collect sales tax on admissions.

Sales tax exemption can only be applied to payments made by the school. Accompanying adults who pay their own way will be subject to Nebraska Sales Tax.

Will you have any special needs persons in your tour group?
How many? ( ) What, if any, arrangements do you need to discuss with us?

Call for rates depending on group size. Current highest pretax group rates are:
students grades k-8 $3.00, students grades 9-12 $5.50, accompanying adults $5.50
Free admission for 1 teacher per classroom and 1 driver per bus